
ITINERARY 3  Ferrara - Ravenna 115kms 

 

The Ferrara-Traghetto section (30 kms) develops first from the 

center to the outskirts of the town of Ferrara: Corso Porta Reno, 

piazza Travaglio, via Kennedy, via Bologna, via Sammartina, then it 

crosses the Ferrara reclamation along channels and canals  up to 

Marrara where we start to follow the Po di Primaro to get to 

Traghetto, a small village called like that because it was founded 

where ferries were used to go from the Bologna State to the  Ferrara 

one.                                        

Continuing on our pilgrimage (Traghetto- Argenta 17kms), we pass 

from the Po di Primaro to the the Reno river bank  flowing in a canal; we follow the stream for a while, then 

go down to the old embankment, we pass near Saiarino, an important center for the Comacchio 

remediation adjustment; finally the town of Argenta welcomes us with its Valli di Campotto.       

The stage Argenta – Valli di Comacchio (24kms) continues along the bank of the Reno river by crossing a 

country torn from man to the swamp with a surprisingly water channeling. We arrive to Anita, a village 

founded in the 30's to provide the people conducting reclamation with houses; it was named after the 

general Garibaldi’s wife who came to these places to escape the Austrians.        

Once we arrived at the Comacchio 

Valleys; we leave from the valleys to get 

to Casalborsetti (26kms); We pass near 

Sant’ Alberto, an ancient river port where 

boats used to dock to go on to Ferrara; 

now we can go to the village just taking a 

ferry, otherwise we continue our journey 

by walking along the river on the right 

and the large view of the valleys on the 

left with a lot of ever changing animals  

depending on the different seasons; we can also see some remains of eel farms and fishing huts; we pass 

the memorial stone commemorating the burial place of Anita Garibaldi  to get finally to Casalborsetti, 

another recently founded village.                      

Firstly we walk the stage Casalborsetti-Ravenna (18kms ) along a beautiful bike path, then through the 

Pineta di San Vitale, so called because it was a property of the monks of the San Vitale Basilica  in Ravenna,  

( today it belongs to the Municipality of Ravenna 

) ; the monks  cared for and used it for centuries 

to  collect pine nuts and medicinal herbs. 

Ravenna first welcomes us with the Mausoleum 

of Teodorico, then with the Rocca Brancaleone 

and its historic center: let's stop to visit what was 

once the capital of Italy for three times, a World 

Heritage City, the city that boasts a incredible 

number of  unique masterpieces in the world; 

most of all, a lot of Byzantine mosaics 


